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  THE ADSORPTION OF ETHYLENE ON REDUCED NICKEL. 

                            IIy Sllu~-ICnnur Iipals. 

     Many shtdies have been reported concerning the adsorption n( ethylene,"-"' 

 but only a fete of them were made at low temperatures, e. g. Steacic and Stovcl's 

 adsorption experiment on nickeP', Turkevich's on coPlxr,"' Howard's at chromic 

 oxide gel°J and Ilansford's on iron."' Almost all these deal, with the adsorbed 

 amount at the temperature of solid carbon dioxide, and as for the adsorption 

 velocity, there is no report except that of the apparent velocity at -8o°C. 

 measured by Steacic and his coworker". 

     Non• that the hydrogenation of ethylene has frequently been made an object 

 of studying the nfechanism of a contact action, a detailed report on the adsorption 

- of ethylene will be necessarily required. The present author investigated precisely 

 the relationship. between the velocity of ad+'orption of ethylene by reduced nickel 

 and the temperature and also that behvicen its adsorbed amount and the pressure, 

 es}tecially at lots temperatures. 

                            Experimental. 

     bfaterials. 

     Ethylene was prepared from ethyl alcohol and phosphoric acid by Moser's 

 method'='. I[ was purified for use by repeated distillation after being passed 

 through a series of the glass tubes cooled down to -y8°C. Reduced nickel was 

 prepared in the same tvay as before°/. 

     Apparatus and 1liethod. 

     The apparatus used and the method applied were the same as those in the

Taylor and Buras, J. Am. Ckenr. Sor., 43, tz73 ([9'-U• 
I'cax, ibid., 45, zz96 (t9z3). 
Griffin, t8id., 46. z[36 (1927} 
Forest i, C,rsa. C/rrnr. /fnL, 50, z43 ([gzg). 
A1cBain nod Britt°n, J. Anr. CAem. Sor., 52, z[g8 ([93°)~ 
Schuster, Z. Pkprik. Chrnr. B, 14, z49 ft93t1 
Steacic and Slovel, J. Chem. Ph~a., 2, 58[ (t93q). 
'1'urkevich and Tnplur, J. Am. Cbau. Soa, 56, zz5q, (t93q). 
I Toward and "1'ayloq ibid., 56, zz5g ([93q). 
\iarted and Dlo°n, Troru. Firrud. Sor., 32, [375 (tg ,;6} 
linasfmd and Emmct t, J. Am. C/ron. Su., 60, n85 (79,;8} 
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cast of the hydrogen adsorption on reduced nickel'". Such is also the case with 

the baths used at -95°, -y3°, -q5° and -z3°C. Pesides these, the following 

baths or furnaces were used 

    At -C3°C., a mixture of liquid and solid chloroform which was prepared by 

dropping liquid air little by little into chloroform. 

    At o°C„ a mixhire of water and ice. 

    At zo° and 5o°C., a water thermostat, whose tentlleraturc was kept constant 

within~o.z°C. 

    At Loo°, I5o° and 20o°C., an electric furnace, whose temperature was kept 

consturt withinfl°C. 

    Both the adsorbed amount and the adsoryrtion velocity were reproducible at 

low temperatures, but above 5o°C. they became slightly smaller every time the 

measurement was relx:ated. 

                        Experimental Results. 

    The Relation between the Pressure and Timc. 

    \V hen ethylene is introduced over the reduced nickel which has been de-

sorbed, it is adsorbed and the pressure gradually fills. "1'he change in pressure 
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which was measured at suitable intervals after the gas had been introduced is 

shown in Pig. 1. The pressure t minute after the introduction was zz.5 cnt. at
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every measurement. The nickel used was prepared from t t.o352 g. of nickel 

oxide. 

    As seen in Fig. t, the duration of adsorption is short at very low and very 

high temperatures, e. g. equilibrium is established within to minutes at both 

-95°C . and I5o°C.* In the temperature range, -q5°-..~5o°C., the duration is 

comparatively long, e. g. at o°C. equilibrium is established in several days. Fig. 2 
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shows the relation behveen the pressure of the adsorption at o°C. and time. 

   The fact that adsorptiats taking place below -45°C. reach equilibrium in a 

short tipte suggests that most of those adsorptions arc the van der ~Vaals' adsorp-

tion. As to the adsorptions ahovc -q5°C., the higher the temperature is, the 

velocity of the adsorption which lasts long becomes larger. This fact indicates 

that the activated adsorption gradually becomes faster with the rise of temperature. 

That the adsorption at t5o° and Zoo°C. reaches equilibrium only in several minutes 

suggests that only the activated adsorption, which reaches equilibrium in several 

minutes, takes place at such temperahtres. 

    The Relation between the Adsorbed Amount and Time. 

    The relation behveen the pressure and time shown in Figs. r and 2 leads to 

that between the adsorbed amount and time,"' which is shown in Fig. 3. This 

figure shows that at too°C. both van der \Vaals' adsorption and the activated. 

          pl ~o°L'. equilibrium is estaLlished in several minutes, and then cxlrcmcly slow fall of pres• 
sure lasts long.
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adsorption are small in amount. Con 
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pressure obtained experimentally. T~et 

stage of adsorption has already been ~ 

~„=zl.t2 cm.,' then deviated part at 
6ecomc linear as shown in Pig. 4 (II).
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Consequently it is supposed that the mininmm 

         point on the adsorption isobar lies 

         in the neighbourhood of IW°C. 
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  The Adsorption Velocity. 

    The log -~' -! curve"' drawn 
          P-A° 

  with respect to the adsorption at 

  o°C. is linear except at the earlier 

  and later stages as shoxat in Fig. q 

  (III). In this case p is the pressure 
  at a time l which has elapsed from 

  the beginning ; p, is the equilibrium 

n from the linear part at the lalcr 
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              p-p~ 

    As already pointed out,"' the fact that the whole process consists of three 

linear parts suggests that practically three adsarptions o(marl:edly different velocities 

proceed stepwise. Here, K and C in equatiai (1) arc the constants to be expressed 

as follows 

                  __ k1 pa 1              % 
z.3o3 x [k'+/.~' (p„+p~)J (p„-pJ ~ (-) 

                    P~-pe 

where k, is the velocity constant of adsorption, p„ the pressure, when t=q 6~ and 

k" known constants with respect to the sine of the vessel and temperature. 

   Calculating the velocity constant k, of each adsorption from equations (2) and 

(3), Table ] was obtained. /{ and C used in this calculation are what were 

obtained from the ]og --~---a diagram. 
                   P-p~~ 

                                Table 1

Adsorption Velocity cnnsl, u( adsorption (k~)x m"

o°C (I)

„ Q I)

., QIIl

o.6go

o.ot75

o.oou55

    Equation (~) is .applicable not only to the adsorption at o°C., but to all the 

adsorption at certain temperatures )chich are considered, from the adsorption velo-

city curve, essentially composed of activated adsorption. Figs. g. 6, and (i) and 
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(ii) in Fig. ~ show that equation 

(I) is applicable to the adsoryrtiats at 
the temperatures of 200 50° 100° and 

l5o°C., i. c. the ]og ~ -t curve                n -r ~ 

is rnear. 
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    Adsorption Isotherm. 

    As seen in Fig. t, which shows tl. 

the adsorption equilibrium is established 

as -63°, -y3° and -95°C. And 60 

temperatures are, as already mentionec 

between the pressure and the adsorbed 

obtained as follows : first desa~b redncc/ 

at a desired temlterahlre, introduce a 1 

and then read the pressure every [ilr 

Fig. S is the adsorption isotherm obta
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after a supply o[ a known small quantity of ethylene every 3o minutes. 

    Hent of Adsorption. 

    There are considerable differences of the value for the heat n( adsorption 

among investigators and, moreover, remarkahle disparity between the maXinmm 

and the minimum values even by the same investigator. Por eXample, Scfivab"' 

and rur Strassen"" obtained Iy.3 Cal. xnd 9 Cal. from their study of the hydro-

genation of ethylene ; Mated"" obtained q Cal. as the observed heat of adsorption 

on platinum ; Iilar"' obtained 6--I5 Cal. from the study of the adsorption of 

ethylene on nickel ; Schuster""'' obtained y.5 Cal. by his calculation and y.5~t6.5 

Cal. by direct measurement from the study of adsorption on charcoal. further, 

Hansfad1O has lately obtained 4.5 Cal. from the study of adsorption on iron. 

    Prom such a disparity of the value it is inferred that the adsorption of ethy-

lene consists of two different kinds of adsorption-van der Waals' adsorption and 

an activated adsorption. The above mentioned heats of adsorption are either the 
heats of adsorption a[ different temperatures or those calculated from the results 

obtained at different temperatures. Hence, the}' give the heat of adsorption in the 

eases when the ratios of the amounts of two kinds of adsorption are different 

from eacL other, Accordingly, such a disparity must be necessarily brought forth. 

If it he calculated from the isotherms of the adsorption at such loa~ temperatures 

as only van der \~Vaals' adsorption takes place, a constant value which is the 

tuinimum value or one approXimate to it would be obtained. To prove this 

assumption, [he heat of adsorption was calculated from the adsorption isotherms 

at -63°, -73°, and -95°C. according to Clausius-Crapeyron's formula. The result 

obtained is given in Table lI. 
                                  'fable II

Adsorberf amounl
Temperauves

(cc,) -fi;~ -~g° -78°. -95` -95° -fi3°

~•5 5.94 Cal. 6.39 Cal. b.rg Cal. 6.~7

q.a 5-4o S~fiSi 5.55 5.53

fi.o 4•~ Sd9 5•r7 5•~~

Vean 53~ 9•~ 5.64 5.6

    It is seen in the table, as may 6e expectzd, 

relatively small and that the mean value is j.6. Cal. 

     x4) Schxah,. Z. fkprik. Cktrn., A, t71, 4zt (x93q} 
     i5) zur Sxmssen, rbid., 189, 8x (x93q} 

    i8) Iaar, idrd., I88, u5 (x934} 
     i~) Sdxusxer, Time. Anrad Su., 28, 4~ (x93'-}

that disparity in the values is 

This fact indicates that almost
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all the adsorptions below - 63°C. are van der VVaals' adsorption. 

                          Considerations. 

   The Relation to Freundlich'x Adsorption Isotherm. 

   Behveen the logarithm of the adsorbed amount a and that of the equilibrium
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                                                  log. n 
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pressure p corresponding to the adsorbed amount there holds a linear relation, as 

shown in Fig. 9 which was drawn from the observed values aced for Fig. 3. 

   Such a linear relation as this indicates the estahlishment of the following 

relation in the case when u and a are cons4'tnts: 

r 

                 ~=`rp"~ ~'4) 

namely, FreunJlich's adsorption isotherm is applicable to the adsorption in question. 

   F1ch of these slraigltt lines has a brcal., A break similar to this was observed 

in the case of the adsorption of hydrogen on reduced nickel at low temperatures'a'. 

Such is also the case with the adsorptions of water vapour"' • and ammonia="' on 

titania gel as reported by Higuti. In his case, however, not only is the adsorbed 

amount remarkably large', but also it increases markedly in the neighbourhood 

of the pressure corresponding to the breaking Itoint. According to him, the break 

occurs at the point where the capillary condensation begins to take place. Lt the 

experimental results of Iangnwir""" there were also similar breaks found as shown 

    r8) Iijima, Thrr /arnral, T, zq 0933). Sr. Yrp. l.P.GF., 23, yt 09;;} 
     rg) I[igoti, BvU. tort. PAyr. C/rrm. BrunrrA, 18, 536 0937)• 

    zo) liiguti, iGid., 16, 4z 0937)• 
     zr) I.angmuir, J..dm., C.Senr. Su.:, 40, r;b[ (r9r8). 

      • For ezample, to o.8x7 g. n( titania gel;x6.58 cc (N.T.P.) of ammonia is' sorted al -qo°C, 
under a pressure n( 5;.9r cm.

. 2~ a ~.~ .a.. ... ~.~.w
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in (i) and (ii) in Fig. to*. But \vhethcr Langmuir was conscious of the existence 

of such breaks in his own results or not is unknown, for he only pointed out 

                                   that Preundlich's formula is not applicable 

u 

      ~.. to any observation covering a wide range 

                                     of pressure. 
      ''' \V hat is meant by such a break 

             (l 
  s as in the adsorption system of nickel 

      °, " 
and ethylene? The present author will 

- " 
as not touch upon this question in this paper. c, io a ~.~ (;;1 

g It is asserted, however, that the said break 
  m ~ never indicates the start of the capillary 

                                   condensation. Por fire present case differs 
   o. 

                     

' f
rom Iliguti's case in the direction of the 

  oar °, ~ ~ ~a ~~ „ break : in Higuti's case the line breaks 
             1"g ° (°'!"') toward the ]og rt axis . LI tltc present case, 

                 Fig. m                                    h
owever, it does toward the log p axis: 

the increase of the adsorbed amount with the rise of pressure becomes less after 

the break, and, besides, a break in the same direction as in Higuti's case is found 

at the pressure .higher than that of the breaking point (Pig. 9, -y5°C.). 
    'fhc I{elation to Lnngmuir's Adsorption Isotherm . 

    To understand the relation of the present results to L,angmuir's adsorption 

isotherm 

                                                                         :° 
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V where rl and j are constants, the p-/~/a dia- 4, 

                                    

' ,~ 

gram was drawn. The diagram shows, as a whole, 
a straight line, but, if fully examined, i[ has a 

tendency to form a small curvature. Fig. I t 

shows this relation at y3°C.** The disparity 

behveeu equation (6) and the result obtained 

may be expected, if the significance of the °° o.. °, ~.: „ :a                                                             f( cm.)fn(cc.) 
Langmuir's formula and the surface construction Fig. ti 

      ~ (i) and (ii) are the adsorptions °( nitrogen and carbon diozide oo mien respectively. 
     '* In Iangmuir i rewl[s there are the adsorptions loving similar rnn~alure, such as those of 

methane and Carbon diozide on mica (j..9m, C.Fem. Sec, 40, t;6t QgtB)}
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  of nicke] are taken into consideration. 

      The Relation to Williams' Adsoption Formula. 

      With respect to the adsorption equilibrium at low pressures, 

  theoretically deduced'`'I that the following relation holds between 

  amount a and equilibrium presure fi: 

0

where rl and G are constants and T is 

the absolute temperature. By applying 

this equatiat to the experimental results, 

Fig, tz was obtained, which shows the 

rclationhetwecn log p and t~T in the 
case when a is constant And the nnnteri-

cal values used to draw t3te figure, which 

are tabulated in Table III were calculated 

from [he adsorptio» isotherm in Pig. 8. As 
seen in Pig. I2, at ]otd pressures equation 

(y) coincides well with the results, all 
being straight lines of equal inclination, 
while at higher pressures the deviation 

from each other becomes noticeal>]e. 
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Ads°rL°d zmnu nl
-63°C. -7S°C. -95°C .

(cc.)
P L~g P r l~~K P P ~°s P

3.0 2~50 0.396 aqo ~•954 o zz T.3g2

3.5 3.60 0.556 13z o.iv 0.32 T.5o5

q.0 5.22 o.7I8 Lql o.zR~ od8 7.G8I

45 7do o.86g 2J9 o.gg6 0.67 7.Szfi

5.0 Io.oi Loao 4•05 0.607 t.oa o.aoo

5.5 I;.qo 1.143 5.52 0.765 1.46 o.l6q

6.0 tg.So Lz97 8d5 o.9z7 z.lz o.3z6

G5 I z.la LoS3 3.zo 0.505

7~0 I7.4o L2gi q.SB 0.688

zz) \I'illiams. Pmo. Roy. Sx., ~,
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                          Summary. 

     r) In the temperature range, -95°-~.}?op°C., the adsorbed amount and 

velocity of adsorption of ethylene on reduced nickel has been observed. 

    2) IIelow -63°C. and above f 5o°C., adsorption equilibrium is established 

in several minutes, but at the intermediate- temlxrahtres, in a moderately long 
time. 

    3) To the adsorption velocity at the stage when the activated adsorption is 

presumably proceeding, the velocity formula already proposed by the author is 
applicable. 

    q) The adsorption isotherm of the adsorption at ]ow temperatures has been 
drawn. 

    5) The heat of adsorption calculated from the adsorption isotherm is 5.h Cal. 
This heat of adsogrtion is to be regarded as that of van der Waals' adsorption, and 

the value is Par smaller than those already reported by many investigators. 
    6) Freundlic}is adsorption isotherm can be satisfactorily applied to the 

observed values, but the log a-log p diagram has a break. 

    y) Langmuir's adsortion isotherm is not applicable. 
    3) Williamc adsorption formmla is applicable only to the case at low 

pressures. 

    The author wishes to cypress his appreciation to Prof. S. Horiba (or his 
continued guidance throughout this research. 
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